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ASBA Matters

ASBA Matters 
 
Be the difference 
Nothing exists that can’t be improved by good governance.  

 

 

Certificates for ASBA members 
 
 
Governance Institute of Australia is the only independent professional association 
with a sole focus on whole-of-organisation governance. As the peak professional 
body delivering accredited education and the most practical and authoritative training 
and information in the field, we are focused on improving organisation performance 
and transparency. We promote lifelong learning in governance by providing relevant 
and up-to-date training and tailored in-house learning. 
 
A new Alliance agreement with ASBA Limited was signed in 2017 enabling ASBA 
members to choose between three Certificates, which are rebatable to ASBA 
members upon completion. The certificates now available are: 

 Certificate in Governance Practice,  
 Certificate in Governance and Risk Management and  
 Certificate in Governance for Not-for-Profits.  

 
Each Certificate is made up of six short courses and have compulsory and elective 
components. 
 
The set courses are designed to enhance the participant’s skills and knowledge of 
good governance practice and to consolidate the high standard of governance 
required by any leading school/college. 
 
You will gain an understanding of what governance means, your specific role within 
the governance framework, why it’s imperative to do the right things and do things 
right. You’ll be provided with key tools and techniques to identify, prioritise and 
manage risk, get the ability and confidence to implement risk management in your 
organisation and an enhanced ability to implement corporate governance best 
practice.  
 
During 2017, a dedicated one day training program will be scheduled for schools 
across the country.  Keep your eye out for this in future. 
 
 
More information 
Please call Governance Institute on 1800 251 849 
Website: www.governanceinstitute.com.au  
 

 
Note that rebates of 65% of the Certificate cost 
will be paid upon provision of invoices and 
evidence of completion to ceo@asba.asn.au.  
Please also provide bank account details for 
reimbursement. 

 
 

Cost 
Per Individual Course 
$555 ASBA Member 
$585 Non-member 
 

Certificate Intensive 
$3,330 ASBA Member 
$3,510 Non-Member 
 
(GST incl) 
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SHAuN SARgENT WAS ELECTED CHAIR OF ASBA LIMITED IN APRIL 2016 AND HAS BEEN 

A DIRECTOR SINCE 2009. HE IS A FORMER CHAIR OF THE ASBA LIMITED PROFESSIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE AND IS ALSO AN ExECuTIVE COMMITTEE MEMBER AND 

PAST PRESIDENT OF THE TASMANIAN CHAPTER. SHAuN IS THE DIRECTOR OF BuSINESS 

AFFAIRS AT THE FRIENDS’ SCHOOL IN HOBART, TASMANIA, A POSITION THAT HE HAS 

HELD FOR THE PAST 15 yEARS.

As many readers will be aware, the 
legal structure of ASBA Limited 
is  that the Chapters covering 

each Australian state and territory and New 
Zealand are members of its Association.  In 
turn, individual Bursars, Business Managers, 
and other eligible school administrators 
are admitted to membership of these 
local Chapters.  Collectively our Chapters 
represent more than 1,300 individual school 
Business Administrators who are affiliated 
with our national body through membership 
of their Chapter.
 As an Association, ASBA Limited’s 
mission is to support our Chapter 
members to promote business excellence 
in education by:
• offering and promoting high   
 quality professional development   
 opportunities;
• enabling collegiate networks locally,  
 regionally, nationally and internationally  
 by facilitating an interactive website for  
 member engagement;
• being a leader in governance,   
 championing integrity, accountability,  
 diversity and innovation;
• recognising and celebrating   
 outstanding contributions of chapters  
 and their members; and
• actively supporting other educational  
 bodies with advocacy to support the  
 education sector.
 If we are to deliver on this mission it 
is clearly important that ASBA Limited 
works with and through our Chapters to 
ensure that we are appropriately meeting 
the needs of members.  For this reason I 
have made it a personal objective for my 
time as Chair to seek out opportunities 
to engage with members in each of our 
Chapters.  During 2016 this included my 

attendance at the ASBA (SA&NT) and 
combined ASBA (NSW) and ASBA (ACT) 
Chapter conferences, and participating in 
an ASBA (TAS) professional development 
pathways workshop.  Meanwhile, during 
2017 I have joined ASBA (WA) for a 
professional development day and I 
am participating in an ASBA (QLD) 
Executive Leadership Program in June.  
Also planned for this year are trips to 
ASBA (VIC) for a combined ASBA/CEBA 
professional development day, and 
ASBA (NZ) for their annual ‘Nuts & Bolts’ 
seminar.  By the end of July, I will therefore 
have spent some time in each of our 
Chapters.
 It has been a great pleasure to have 
these opportunities to come into contact 
with so many members and to hear about 
the varied and interesting contexts in 
which they work.  My visits to Chapters 
have also given me great insights into the 
diversity but also the shared objectives 
and values of our Chapters.  We clearly 
have great strength as an organisation 
through our combined and complimentary 
local and national delivery of member 
benefits.  This approach provides fantastic 
opportunities for local networking 
and Chapter-specific professional 
development, as well as the economies 
of scale required to efficiently deliver key 
services to over 1,300 members across 
all chapters.  This is what might best be 
described as collegiality in action!
 Alone we can do so little; together we 
can do so much  — Helen Keller
 I always welcome and appreciate 
contact and feedback from members and 
I can be emailed at chair@asba.asn.au.

Shaun Sargent | Chairman

From 
the Chair

the frIeNds’ sChool KINderGarteN 
studeNts IN the QuaKer PeaCe GardeN



ISCA Update

Choosing a school: 
A strong online presence vs 
face-to-face contact

In choosing which type of school 
to send their children, parents are 
influenced by a variety of factors, 

including academic outcomes, religious 
affiliation, quality teaching, a supportive 
caring environment, quality leadership and 
the range of extra-curricular opportunities. 
However, the research shows that when 
it comes to choosing a specific school, 
factors influencing choice appear to 
become more about how a school informs 
the surrounding community about its 
individual characteristics and strengths.

With today’s world seemingly 
dominated by the online realm it would 
make sense for schools to embrace 
modern channels such as social 
media, school websites, MySchool, and 
NAPLAN to build or maintain community 
awareness. But it is worth examining 
just how significant these types of online 
influences have become. Are they the 
main game today, or is there still a place 
for tried and true approaches such as 
physical community engagement and 
face-to-face contact?

However, the 2016 research clearly 
shows that parents with children across 
all types of schools recorded word of 
mouth from friends or other parents as 
the most influential information source 
(53% Independent, 49% Government, 
44% Catholic). This is similar to the 2006 
result where the same portion (53%) of 
Independent School parents indicated the 
same.
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ISCA Update

Choosing a school: 
A strong online presence vs 
face-to-face contact

 

The next two most prominent 
influences for Independent school 
parents were also face-to-face in nature: 
Interaction with school staff had actually 
risen in prominence from 22% in 2006 
to 35% in 2016; while the school open 
day had risen in prominence from 24% 
in 2006 to 34% in 2016.

By comparison, in 2016, a school’s 
website was 30%, a school’s social 
media 9%, the MySchool website 8% 
and a school’s NAPLAN results 7%. 

Interestingly, the influence of the 
child in the choice of their primary 
school has grown significantly. In 
2006, 18% of Independent School 
parents said the child had at least 
some influence, by 2016 that figure 
had risen to 43%. It is a similar case 
with a child’s degree of influence in the 
choice of secondary, which was 36% 
in 2006 and has risen to 55% in 2016. 
Across sectors results were similar, with 
Catholic school parents the most likely 
to be influenced by their child in the 
choice of their primary and secondary 
school.

ISCA rECENTLY UNDErTOOK rESEArCH TO IDENTIFY FACTOrS THAT AFFECT 

SCHOOL CHOICE ACrOSS THE INDEPENDENT, CATHOLIC AND GOVErNMENT 

SCHOOL SECTOrS, AND COMPArED THEM TO SIMILAr rESEArCH ISCA 

UNDErTOOK 10 YEArS EArLIEr. THE rESULTS SHOWED LESS CHANGE THAN 

SOME MIGHT ExPECT.

Looking across all three sectors (Independent, Catholic and government), while there is some variation, the picture is largely 
similar, with face-to-face types of engagement being by far the biggest influence on school choice. 

TOP THrEE INFLUENCErS Or 

INFOrMATION SOUrCES MOST CrITICAL IN CHOOSING A SCHOOL

INFLUENCE OF CHILD IN CHOICE OF PrIMArY SCHOOL

The research would indicate that times are slowly changing. Online influences will likely continue to grow in significance, as may 
the increase of the child’s influence. But it also clearly shows that it is not yet the time to cancel the open days or cease school visits.
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Our Schools

Designing Santa Maria’s 
School Science Building...
Dani Martin, from EIW 

Architects, writes that 2015 

saw the completion of a 

complex and fun school 

building project – the Santa 

Maria College Science and 

Humanities Building (Consilii 

Centre) in Perth. (See 

Associate Vol.51 Nov 2016).

As an addition to the Mercy 

Building renovation and 

extension EIW completed 

in 2010, this unique 

building houses a variety 

of science classes in a 

modern, contemporary 

learning setting, and the 

mix of spaces is something 

quite different for science 

learning in Perth. Now, at the 

completion of the project 

and having learnt many 

lessons, I thought I’d share 

some thoughts on designing 

modern school science 

spaces:

THErE IS NOT ONE TYPE OF SCIENCE CLASSrOOM. 
The curriculum can determine the use of the rooms, and setting up spaces 
for specific experimental work saves time in the classroom. Physics is taught 
differently to Chemistry and Biology, and middle school science is taught 
differently to senior school science. Enabling different settings within the 
building for various activities to happen creates an exciting environment for 
science learning. Having dedicated Biology spaces, for example, allows 
long-term experiments to be set up and monitored over many school terms. 

Servicing and space planning can be individualised for the type of learning 
occurring in each area e.g. the Physics Lab is shaped long and narrow, able 
to be completely blacked out, and includes many power points for long-
range laser and light experiments, while the Chemistry Labs have separate 
theory and fixed experimental zones to quickly analyse and experiment. This 
is one situation where multi-purpose spaces were not considered practical 
for effective science learning.

1

STUDENTS CAN SHArE ExPErIMENT SPACE AND THEY WILL NOT SET THE 
BUILDING ON FIrE!
 One of the unique initiatives in this building is the middle school science floor. 
Situated between three un-serviced Studio Labs, is one large experimental 
zone known as the ‘Super Lab’. This zone can accommodate up to sixty 
students doing experimental work, and allows for an economic use of space 
where five different classes can work in the area usually assigned for four 
standard serviced student labs. The Super Lab became an exciting learning 
space where teachers can share classes and peer learning increases creativity 
and understanding. 

As the central and arrival point in the middle school learning floor, the Super 
Lab is a new way of getting students excited about science. The expectation is 
that the area would be chaotic and noisy, but so far this has not been the case 
at all, with students extolling its values for making science more fun and visible.  

2
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Our Schools

Designing Santa Maria’s 
School Science Building... ...Lessons Learned

LISTEN TO THE SCIENCE STAFF – THEY KNOW MOrE ABOUT TEACHING SCIENCE THAN THIS ArCHITECT EVEr WILL.
We were lucky enough to have about four or five meetings with the science staff who were to use the new building, and 
then on-going communication during the documentation and construction phases. This was invaluable for determining how 
best to facilitate their learning styles, and for us to understand how to increase efficiency of the spaces day to day. As we 
developed up concepts and visited other science learning spaces, we travelled on the journey to this new science learning 
space together with the staff who would be using the space daily.  Both sides of the table pushed concepts, with the science 

staff stretching the learning possibilities just 
as much as the architects. This was such an 
exciting part of the process as discussions 
ranged from ‘what is science and how do 
you learn it’ down to the location of power 
points and gas turrets. It was a privilege for 
us as architects to work together with the 
staff to achieve a truly unique building that 
suits their specific needs.

3

SCIENCE IS PErVASIVE AND OMNIPrESENT. 
As we commenced the design of the science spaces, we investigated the role of science in learning in the twenty-first 
century, and in our community. Science is so prevalent in so many aspects of our life, from developing the food we eat, 
interacting with the environment we live in, in the fundamentals of life that keep us going and the buildings we inhabit. We 
wanted to bring these physical examples of science in our everyday lives, into the building, to excite the learners within. 
Additionally, science is not discrete –elements are interconnected and flow across separate disciplines.   

Keeping maximum areas of glass between all rooms allows the physical examples of science to be in display for all users 
and passers-by – science is not completed 
by one researcher in a dark hidden lab. 
The use of glass-shelved display walls 
between labs shows a physical example of 
the different equipment used for science 
and the impacts science has on the works 
around us.the impacts science has on the 
works around us.

4

SErVICES TAKE UP A LOT OF rOOM – ESTIMATE THE SPACE rEQUIrED, THEN DOUBLE IT.
And finally, a practical lesson, especially when working within the constraints of an existing building. Servicing for science 
labs takes up much more space than you realise. Gas lines, fire services, potable and non-potable water, data, power, 
communications, fire suppression devices, shut-off valves, emergency stops – science rooms need a lot of stuff. And a lot of 
those services have a required distance from all the other services. Be prepared that the cupboards you provide for storage 
will invariably be filled with various pipes, cables and conduits, and your walls will quickly fill up with numerous switches and 
dials. A thorough documentation process for all items, and understanding their particular spatial requirements is critical to 

ensuring everything is accommodated, 
while still allowing for all the Bunsen burners, 
beakers and pipettes that need to find a 
home (which will also be about double the 
quantity you think).

5

At the end of the process, the school has an exciting, 
innovative science learning area that enables them 
to teach and learn science in a new way. For more 
information on this project, please see our website at 
eiwarch.com.au.>

At the end of the process, the school has an 

exciting, innovative science learning area that 

enables them to teach and learn science in a new 

way. For more information on this project, please 

see our website at eiwarch.com.au.
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Technical Update

Your 
School Brand

T  here is, of course, always room 
for improvement. But that would 
be slightly missing the point, 

because pride is based on perceptions 
and perceptions take precedence over 
facts when determining the appeal of any 
branded product or service. Your school’s 
brand is shaped by the distinct identity 
of your establishment and the promise it 
represents in the minds of its audiences—
against which the experience must, ultimately, 
deliver. So, whenever the name of your 
school is mentioned the immediate feelings 
and associations it triggers in the minds of 
audiences are the most telling indicators of its 
‘brand’ appeal.

Now, if we were discussing 
perceptions of a product chosen in a 
supermarket, rather than via an enrolment

prospectus, it would go without saying 
that the brand promise would be readily 
accepted as a vital, even essential, 
component of the marketing proposition. 
With a school, however, we are more 
inclined to focus our efforts elsewhere.
 But brand values matter very much 
for schools. In the UK, if your school 
were Harrow, Sherborne or Dulwich, for 
example, you might well be feeling rather 
proud, as would your staff, students, 
alumni and parents because these are 
known to be among the most admired 
school brands in that country. In fact, 
so strong are these schools’ brand 
reputations they have developed global 
recognition on which they have capitalised 
by opening franchises overseas: Harrow 
in Bangkok and Hong Kong; Sherborne in

Are you proud of your school? 

Do your students feel proud to belong to it? 

How about their parents? 

And your staff?

Qatar; Dulwich in Beijing, Shanghai and 
Suzhou. In every case though, however 
good the school may be (and all will, 
inevitably, have room for improvement), 
it is the strength of their distinctive brand 
reputation and promise that convinces 
parents to pay a premium and which 
confers pride on the staff and pupils.
 Perhaps you imagine that a prestigious 
school with an illustrious history and 
years, even centuries, to build their image 
is an unfair comparison to the younger 
Australian marketplace? You may be right, 
however, there are plenty of old schools 
with little appeal and many young ones 
with plenty. So, what is the secret to 
developing a brand to be proud of?
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DISTINCTIVE
What truly sets our school apart from any other (maybe it relates to heritage, 
facilities, specialties, culture, ethos, etc.)? Have you tested and quantified this? To 
what extent does your distinctiveness differentiate you from other schools in the 
minds of the audience groups we discussed earlier? 
A lack of distinctiveness results in a blurred image in people’s minds and, like a 
supermarket own-brand toothpaste, you risk becoming little more than the default 
choice of the indifferent rather than the considered choice of the discerning.

rELEVANT
To what extent is your school aligned with the expectations and aspirations of its 
audiences (subjects offered, extra-curricular activities, support for single parents, 
IT skills, cultural sensibilities/strictures, etc.)? How does your school compare with 
others in this regard? How well are you responding to whatever is happening in the 
marketplace to ensure that it remains relevant to future generations? 
A lack of relevance will de-position your school as a viable choice and result in 
disaffected students and parents. Irrelevance can also creep up on you—it’s a bit 
like continuing to stock an aisle of CDs after your customers have moved-on to 
streaming their music on Spotify.

CONSISTENT
How much attention do you pay to ensuring that everything your school says and 
does is consistent and recognisable? Do you monitor everything, from website and 
newsletters to staff meetings and noticeboards and correct them if they are not fully 
in tune with your brand values and characteristics? Are your messages consistent 
with your actions?
Inconsistency can, at best, diffuse your best efforts to be distinctive and relevant 
and, at worst, seem contradictory making you look incoherent and disorganized.

.

All successful and enduring 
brands tend to have three defining 
qualities. They are to be:

Apart from trying to assess the degree of 
pride you feel, how can you find out how 
strong your school’s brand appeal is? 
Then what should you do about it when 
you have?

1. Define your aspirations
Start by determining your assessment 
criteria and then set your own target 
aspirations for each. These might include 
the level of satisfaction with, say, the 
scope of subjects offered, exam results, 
staff-to-student ratios, sports facilities, 
school culture or quality of pastoral care. 
You probably already have a pretty good 
idea where your relative strengths currently 
lie and which factors have the greatest 
need for improvement—they may even be 
noted in your school development plan. 

2. Assess your current reality
You will need to research the impressions 
that live in the minds of each audience 
group. To do this you should consider 
using online questionnaires for the larger 
groups with moderated discussion groups 
and depth interviews for smaller ones—
where deft interviewing can reveal the 
reasons behind the judgements. Use open 
questioning to unearth the deeper-seated 
insights that usually elude the typical 
questionnaire, e.g. “describe your perfect 
school… what would have to change here 
to realise that ideal… what do you think 
would be the three biggest obstacles to 
our achieving this?”

3. Perform a Gap Analysis
Eventually, you will be able to compare 
two sets of criteria—the aspirations 
laid down in your future strategy or 
school development plan versus your 
current standing against these criteria. 
A straightforward gap analysis will then 
enable you to prepare a strategy for 
bridging the two.

We have, for the sake of this analysis, circumvented some pretty major imponderables 
like budget availability, management inertia and political constraints. Our experience 
in working with diverse schools in the UK education sector, however, would indicate 
that the more you can involve all key stakeholders in the journey towards brand 
understanding the better the chances of success when it comes to proposing change.

So what are you waiting for? ‘Carpe diem’ (as they might say in Harrow).

This article was prepared by ASBA member William Neil (Lutheran Education Vic, NSW & 
Tas) in conjunction with his father-in-law, Keith Lucas. Keith is the founder and Managing 
Director of Lucasbrand, a UK-based strategic brand consultancy with a diverse international 
client base.  To find-out more, contact Keith Lucas directly at keith.lucas@lucasbrand.com
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Technical Update

Financial Governance 
in Schools            

I t  can be difficult to explain financial 
fundamentals to stakeholders who 
have limited financial literacy training. 

However, it is an important part of our role 
as business and finance professionals 
because those making decisions must 
have a competent understanding of cause 
and effect relationships and financial 
risks. The following analogy may help their 
understanding of the financial story.
 An independent school can be viewed 
as a reservoir of liquid assets which is 
supplied by inflows of cash and drained by 
outflows of cash. The cash reservoir serves 
as a cushion or buffer against variations 
in cash flows (Beaver 1966)1. The rate at 
which funds flow into the reservoir from 
operating surpluses (rainfall) must exceed 
the rate at which funds flow out for asset 
reinvestment and debt servicing. 
 The school also needs resilience to 
occasional economic shocks, and this 
resilience requires the ability to call on the 
remaining reservoir during an economic 
downturn (Bowman, 2011)2.
 This reservoir, (net of debt) should grow 
by at least the rate of inflation, because 
for each year that passes, the cost of 
reinvestment increases. Schools borrow 
money to temporarily top up the reservoir, 
but that is not the school’s wealth, as it 
needs to be repaid.

MANDATOrY FINANCIAL VIABILITY

 Governors and senior management 
have a statutory and/or fiduciary 
responsibility to ensure the financial 
viability and sustainability of their school. 
This is supported by Corporations Act 
2001 and the Australian Charities and Not-
for-profits Commission Act 2012. 
 Division 2 of Australian Education Act 
2013 requires schools to be financially 
viable to receive commonwealth grant 
income. Furthermore, a requirement 
for accreditation in each State/Territory 
includes that the school be financially 
viable or has sufficient financial capacity. 
All schools have a responsibility to be 
not only financially viable, but also to be 
sustainable in the medium to long term. 
Sustainability can be viewed as multiple 
periods of viability. 
 Business Managers play an important 
role in identifying and quantifying financial 
strengths and weaknesses and in helping 
the board and senior management 
come to an informed view on financial 
health and therefore execute their 
responsibilities, mitigate risks and assure 
sustainability.  

Schools 
as a 
reservoir 
of assets 

BENCHMArKING FOr AN INFOrMED VIEW

In my recently completed masters by 
research on the attributes of a financially 
sustainable school, 100% of the industry 
experts interviewed highlighted ratios 
and benchmarks as an important tool 
for assessing financial health and 
sustainability. 
ratios such as surplus to income, 
income per student, expenditure per 
student, debt per student, students per 
teacher etc. remove the effect of school 
size and facilitate comparative analysis 
between similar schools. Trend analysis 
of an individual school’s ratio is also very 
helpful.
Figure 1 is an example page from the 
annual ASBA/Somerset Non-Government 
Schools Financial Performance Survey3 
(FPS). This annual survey captures 
data from over 660 non-government 
schools and calculates 60 ratios under a 
number of categories including income, 
expenditure, operating surplus, staffing, 
boarding, debt, and asset reinvestment. 
Schools select benchmarking samples 
using the criteria of state, day/boarding, 
income level, enrolments, school age, 
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  1Beaver, W. H. (1966). Financial ratios As Predictors of Failure. Journal of Accounting research, 4, 71-111.     
doi: 10.2307/2490171 

  2Bowman, W. (2011). Financial capacity and sustainability of ordinary nonprofits. Nonprofit Management and 
Leadership, 22(1), 37-51.
.
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religious affiliations, co-education or 
single sex, and curriculum offerings.
The 18-page benchmarking report 
analyses a school’s performance 
using comparative tables, graphs and 
qualitative comments. The report is a 
crucial tool for identifying and quantifying 
operational strengths and weaknesses, 
assists in clarifying questions Governors 
may ask of the Business Manager, and 
is an excellent aid for making informed 
decisions.
 Other reports available include a 
six-year trend in a school’s individual 
performance and a SKI report which 
analyses data for the future five years to 
help assess and mitigate future risk.
The survey is now open for 2016 school-
year data entry and can be accessed at 
www.somerseteducation.net. Participation 
starts from $580 ($638 including GST) or 
$290 ($319 including GST) for schools 
with less than 200 students.

fIGure 1 
example page asBa/somerset Non-Government schools financial Performance survey

 BENCHMArKING FOr AN INFOrMED VIEW 

The Net Operating Margin measures 
“profitability” which is the ability to fill 
the reservoir. It is calculated as Earnings 
Before Interest, Depreciation and 
Amortisation (EBIDA) relative to total 
income. The five-year average (2011-15) 
for Australian independent schools is 
12.5%. This indicates that the average 
independent school generated an 
operating surplus (EBIDA) of $125,000 
(12.5%) for every $1,000,000 of gross 
recurrent income (excludes one-off/
capital income). This surplus is used 
to sustainably replace assets and 
service debt. Higher debt and/or asset 
replacements requires higher margins.
 Expenditure per student ratios are 
simple to calculate and, because they are 
a relative cost which removes the effect 
of school size, schools can compare their 
costs with other similar schools to

help identify operational strengths and 
weaknesses. A cost-per-student analysis 
also facilitates the quantification of trading 
differences. For example, the average 
total cost per student for Australian 
independent schools was $16,600 in 
2015. If a school had costs per student of 
$20,000, and enrolments of 500 students, 
this indicates that their operating costs are 
$1.7 million higher than average ($20,000 
- $16,600 * 500). The school can then 
make informed decisions about where 
efficiencies may be possible. 
 Wages, on average, comprise 78% of 
school costs, so an analysis of student/
staff ratios is crucial due to their direct link 
to operating costs. This part of the FPS 
calculates the difference between staff 
numbers in your school and the sample 
average school with identical enrolment 
numbers to help quantify staffing 
strengths and weaknesses.

SCHOOL MUST BE SOLVENT/VIABLE 

 Cash reserves provide the school 
with a buffer to call upon in the event of 
a sudden and unexpected downturn in 
income (an economic shock). 
As a guide, the national average working 
capital ratio (current assets / current 
liabilities) for independent schools was 
1.15 in 2015.
 As you would know, if the auditor is 
concerned about the school’s going 
concern they will qualify the audit report. If 
a school’s liabilities exceed their assets or 
they receive a qualified audit report, under 
Section 75 of The Australian Education 
Act 2013 and Section 27 of the Australian 
Education regulation 2013 the Federal 
government authorities will question the 
school’s financial viability and may take 
action to suspend grant funding. 
(Continued p12)

  3ASBA/Somerset Non-Government Schools Financial Performance Survey http://www.somerseteducation.net/

ratIo Your 
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SCHOOL MUST BE SUSTAINABLE

 Extra borrowings aside, schools top 
up their reservoir with operating surpluses 
(rainfall) and drain the reservoir for asset 
reinvestment and debt servicing. They 
also need to retain an adequate reservoir 
balance, following these two main 
outflows, to ensure ongoing sustainability.
 Depreciation is an estimate of the 
rate at which assets are wearing out 
and is a useful proxy for the minimum 
amount of asset reinvestment required to 
maintain school facilities in their current 
state of serviceability. Depreciation can 
be measured against the cash inflow 
from operations. We can also compare 
the actual asset reinvestment each year 
against the depreciation. If the actual 
reinvestment is consistently less than 
depreciation, that is an indication that 
facilities may be deteriorating which may 
result in a future decline in enrolments.
 The second main outflow from the 
reservoir is to service debt. Over 80% of 
independent schools have some amount 
of debt funding. The average debt per 
student for an independent school was 
$7,700 in 20154 . The level of debt that 
a school can borrow is a function of the 
annual operating surplus available to 
service that debt. 

 Borrowings will generally include loan 
covenants that stipulate minimum 
enrolments, maximum debt per student 
and minimum debt servicing ratios. Two 
popular ratios are the Interest Cover ratio 
(Earnings before Interest, depreciation and 
amortization / Interest expense) and Debt 
Servicing Cover ratio (Earnings before 
Interest, depreciation and amortization / 
Interest expense + principal repayments). 
These ratios measure the number of times 
the school can notionally meet their debt 
commitments from the operating surplus. 
Banks generally set a minimum Interest 
Cover covenant of 2 to 3 times and a 
minimum Debt Servicing Cover covenant 
of 1.5 times 

DEFINING A FINANCIALLY SUSTAINABLE 

SCHOOL

 Attempting to condense many financial 
and non-financial attributes into a 
single, succinct definition of a financially 
sustainable independent school, we 
propose as follows;
 “A financially sustainable independent 
school responds to stakeholder needs by 
using strengths, managing weaknesses, 
generating adequate operating 
surpluses to fund debt, reinvestment 
and cash reserves, identifies changing 
circumstances and adapts in a timely 
manner.”

Managing the reservoir in a sustainable 
way requires a board and senior 
management that understand the 
business including the needs of 
stakeholders relying on the reservoir. 
They need reliable management 
information systems to ensure 
operational efficiency and timely 
responses to changing conditions. They 
must manage the reservoir so that that 
the outflow for reinvestment and debt 
servicing does not exceed the reliable 
level of operating surplus (rainfall) filling 
the reservoir. 
I hope Business Managers find this 
analogy useful in explaining some 
complex financial concepts.

John Somerset | Somerset Education

Disclaimer  We publish this article only for non-

government schools in Australia. All material should 

be regarded as information only and individuals 

should rely on their own enquiries when formulating 

decisions for themselves or their clients. In no way do 

we warrant or guarantee any changed circumstances 

for a school from use or non-use of this material. As 

a member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants 

Australia and New Zealand, the firm participates in 

a national liability capping scheme. Accordingly, 

our liability is limited by a scheme approved under 

professional standards. 

Technical Update
Financial Governance in Schools
Schools as a reservoir of assets (Continued) 

4  ASBA/Somerset Non-Government Schools’ Financial Performance Survey 2015 school-year

.
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‘Make a Difference’ Experience 
Thailand and Laos      
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F  or the last five years, Cornish 
College students have worked with 
marginalized communities in Thailand 

and Laos through our Make a Difference 
Experience (MADE) program. Our students 
raise funds to provide much needed 
educational infrastructure and then work 
alongside community members providing 
the labour required for the task. We travel 
with rustic Pathways who are able to provide 
excellent service work that is achievable but 
challenging for year 9 students. Work that 
makes a difference for a local community

Sixty-six students and eight staff 
members left technology behind and headed 
off in four groups to Udon Thani, Chiang Mai 
and Mae Sot in Thailand, and Luang Prabang 
in Laos. They travelled on from there into 
remote villages and lived with community 
members for five days during the building 
projects. All marvel at the friendly community 
atmosphere and supportive nature of the 
people despite their lack of material goods 
that our students take for granted.

Wonderful experiences included 
working with mahouts in caring for their 
elephants, visiting schools along the way 
and teaching English, visiting NGOs that 
work with Burmese political prisoners, the 
Mao Tao Clinic or the UxO work done in 
Laos, preparing and delivering meals on ‘flip 
flops’, learning significant phrases in the local 
language, monk chats, cultural ceremonies 
and bike rides through rice fields. Students 
visit the rustic Pathways Children’s Home 
where Cornish College supports a number 
of Karen students to attend school, and the 
highlight of our journey is always the local 
food.

MADE is an important component of the 
year 9 Global Sustainability course at Cornish 
College. Students are tasked with looking 
for commonalities as well as differences in 
order to understand the cultural dynamic of 
Thailand or Laos and its people.  

The experience leads to students 
growing in confidence and self-awareness, 
through confronting challenges beyond their 
familiar environment. Our students develop 
a more global outlook as they move beyond 
stereotypical views and grow to appreciate 
their own and a different culture. 

Now back at school, the year 9 students 
are busy writing up their MADE experiences 
and new understandings as they are to 
present their work to their parents at an 
Exhibition evening in November. This is 
a celebration of student learning as they 
apply what has been observed, learnt and 
understood to sustainability. Their final task 
is to write their own call for action in a Charter 
for a Sustainable World. 

Annemarie Denton
Middle Years Integrated Curriculum 
Coordinator | Cornish College 

QUOTES
 FrOM 
YEAr 9 STUDENTS

The moment that hit me the most was when I was in the village, sitting with my group and our 
village hosts. We were having a conversation and the Thai lady says this statement I will never forget: 
‘I have everything I need: my family, water, food, a house, and happiness.’ This made me realise we 
have so much and are unhappy when in reality they have nothing in a sense comparing to what we 
have, but honestly they have so much. More is less and less is more.

DAKOTA S

 Although we were separated into different groups and our trips involved different things, we believe that we all gathered the same 
values and had similar experiences. We definitely faced some interesting challenges along the way, which in many ways made us a 
more capable bunch of kids. 

No matter what the situation we were able to offer a helping-hand to those who needed it, and learnt to take help from those who 
we never thought could offer it to us. We discovered a new culture and way of life that was completely different to ours back home. We 
were thrown into some amazing activities including spending time with elephants, teaching in schools, working in villages and getting 
blessed by monks, just to name a few! 

Upon reflection we all became more grounded and obtained a fresh new perspective on the world by taking the values they 
practiced and implementing them into our lives. So to say the least, MADE changed us, joined us together and nurtured us into 
believing that the world is our oyster. 

POLLY D
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Children as Authors 

High literacy skills are a goal of schools across Australia and there is much debate about how to best achieve this. There is however, a school 
of thought that says to have high literacy skills children not only need to be regular readers, but best understand literacy when they become 
writers themselves. The opportunities for students to share their writing and literacy skills, beyond their classroom, is limited. There are many 
articles about writing for children, but little about children as authors or authors who are children.

In 2016 The Essington School Darwin 
sought to extend some of their high 
achieving primary school students. 

This was achieved by developing a creative 
writing program with a published author with 
the aim of them writing and publishing their 
own book.

Principal David Cannon said, “Joanne 
van Os, a published writer and past parent 
of the School, was invited to become our 
Writer in residence at The Essington School 
Darwin in 2016. This followed several years 
of her working with Middle School students 
from the School in our School’s July 
Vacation School Program. In this program 
she taught smaller groups about creative 
writing, and coached them in their writing”. 

The challenge Joanne van Os took on, 
was to coach interested students in Years 
4, 5 and 6 to write a children’s picture story 
book aimed at children of three to six years 
of age.

Joanne said: “While the task initially may 
have seemed easy for the selected students, 
the reality of developing a story narrative in 
just a few pages with just a few lines on each 
page proved to be a challenge”.

Students had to first research their area 
of writing and topic, develop a story line that 
would hold the interest of a three to six year 
old child, and then complete it – and with a 
message! With some anxieties, Joanne took 
on the task of being Editor for this series of 
ten children’s picture story books.

It was decided to base the series around 
every day animals that children in Darwin 
and the tropics might come across: green 
tree frogs, geckos, green ants, frill neck 
lizards, crocodiles, plovers, magpie geese, 
rainbow lorikeets, sea turtles, and sugar 
gliders.

It was also decided that the picture story 
books would present positive values in the 
story about friends, families, helping others, 
and working together.

The art work of a past grand-parent of 
the School, Joan Andropov, caught the eye 
of Principal, David Cannon, and Joan was 
invited to illustrate the ten books. Initially 
the task of creating over eighty different 
illustrations of ten different animals doing 
a multitude of things in each story was 
daunting for Joan. After many questions and 
reflections, Joan agreed to be the illustrator 
for the series.

:

Initially students came up with stories 
that would fill a novel. They then had the 
challenge of capturing a story in a few 
pages and with limited words. With Joanne 
van Os’ guidance, they slowly focused on 
the difficult task of becoming a children’s 
picture book author. 

The stories were gradually completed 
and the first text from the stories began 
to reach Joan Andropov’s art easel. She 
then, after discussions with Joanne van 
Os, the editor of the series, discussed the 
illustrations for each page of the picture 
book. Gradually the words of the stories 
written by the children came to life at the 
end of Joan’s watercolour paint brush, and 
the developing stories leapt off the pages of 
each book.

Two of the story books in the series 
are also being translated in to Bahasa 
Indonesian and Japanese and will also be 
printed.  

The unique series of ten children’s 
picture books on local Darwin and Northern 
Territory animals are available from the 
Darwin Book Shop and the Museum Book 
Shop in Darwin from late August. 

Our Schools
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Children as Authors 
WRITINg FOR CHILDREN 
JOANNE VAN OS
Children vary in their writing style because 
of the diverse interests and experiences of 
the children writing the stories. Their style 
is often informal, conversational, and in 
plain and clear language. When it comes 
together this makes the text easy and 
enjoyable to read

CHLOE COOPER (yEAR 5)
I really enjoyed working with Joanne to 
write my story because she helped me 
improve my writing techniques. She gave 
me tips on how to write stories.
One of the things I enjoyed was learning to 
write for a different age group. The hardest 
part was keeping the story at a level that 
would be good for children of 3 to 5 years 
of age, and picking words they knew.
I loved Joan’s illustrations for my story and 
think they captured the heart of my story. 
She interpreted the words really well and 
they helped tell the story.

 
PIPER MuLES (yEAR 6)
Writing the story was a dream which I 
never thought could come true. At times 
it was hard, but Joanne was so patient, 
dedicated and helpful and that gave me 
the strength to keep going.
The hardest part of the experience was 
writing simply for young readers. I really 
had to strip back my writing to basics 
before I could get the story right.
At first ideas, all half done, run in to your 
head like a river in full rush, and then you 
start to narrow them down. Slowly the 
story develops and also the characters.
Coming up with ideas is really just getting 
letting them come, choosing a few, 
developing them, selecting your favourite 
outline, and soon you are the author of a 
book you love.

 
HARVEy WHITE (yEAR 6)
The hardest part was when I was trying to 
make the story simple and easy to read. 
This was because I love to write stories 
that are in depth and complicated.
It took me a while to find an idea for the 
story but once I had my first idea of a 
frog called Sam, I just kept writing until I 
finished.
It was amazing writing with a proper 
author who had written and published 
their own books.

RAJ (yEAR 5)
The hardest part was thinking of a story 
that young children would like.
To come up with a story, I first thought 
about the characteristics of birds then the 
characteristics of magpie geese. I then 
thought I wanted two settings, so came 
up with these and all the ideas came 
together.
Joan’s drawings matched my ideas really 
well. They looked like everything I had 
imagined in my words.

For further information about the series 
or purchasing a copy of a book 

or the series, please email 
childrens.books@essington.nt.edu.au or 

phone: 08 8985 0100 

INTERVIEWS WITH THE EDITOR AND INDIVIDuAL STuDENT AuTHORS

ASG Education Funding Solutions Pty Ltd ABN 70 006 832 408 is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the 
Australian Scholarships Group Friendly Society Limited ABN 21 087 648 879. 

At ASG Funding Solutions, we can help manage the 
burden of fees on both schools and families with a 
simple payment service.

 Improves cash flow – receive the full term or semester fees in 
full when due

 No cost to school – service fee arrangement with participating 
families

 Integrates with your existing accounting system – saving 
time in allocating payments

 Removes the burden of fee administration and debt 
management

 No more late payments

To arrange a no obligation consultation on how ASG Funding 
Solutions can benefit your school, contact 1800 337 419

asg.com.au/funding-solutions

Say goodbye to late
school fee payments

Associate_Magazine[TBA]_FA.indd   1 1/05/2017   2:20:05 PM
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The Fleming Twins’                   
Walk4Brain Cancer 

 sk most 16-year-old boys about  
  contributing to community service  
  and the response is usually   
unenthusiastic. 

“I don’t see the point … There’s no 
benefit for me … I’m not interested in giving 
up my time…”

Yet at The Friends’ School in Hobart, 
it is this age group that is leading student 
fundraising activity and enthusiasm for 
a campaign supporting the Cure Brain 
Cancer Foundation. Friendship is the 
catalyst.

The story began when 16-year-old 
twins attending the school, Chris and Hugh 
Fleming, learned in July that their 19-year-
old brother Jack had terminal brain cancer. 
With an aggressive and rapidly-growing 
tumour, Jack was given 12 months to live. 

After learning that brain cancer kills 
more children than any other disease and 
has a fatality rate of almost 100 per cent, 
the Fleming family resolved to participate in 
a national campaign to raise awareness of 
the issue, and to also raise funds into brain 
cancer research. 

 Witnessing the strain that Chris 
and Hugh experienced after hearing 
their brother’s news, a growing group 
of boys at The Friends’ School became 
motivated to actively engage with the 
family campaign. They began sharing 
the message, participating in fundraising 
activities and inviting their personal 
contacts to contribute. They also shaved 
their heads as a visible sign of support.

 The Fleming family set a 
fundraising target of $25,000 for the Cure 
Brain Cancer Foundation. Four weeks in, 
they have raised over $11,500, with a key 
focus of those funds connected to the 
Walk4BrainCancer event that took place in 
Hobart on 6 November. 

Overall, 33 Walk4BrainCancer walks 
are scheduled around Australia. The 
first was held in Tweed Heads, NSW, on 
2 October, with the last scheduled for 
4 December in Huskisson, NSW. The 
Foundation’s mission is to increase the 
five-year survival rate from the current 20 
per cent to 50 per cent by 2023.

Twenty Friends’ School students, their 
families and teachers joined the Fleming 
Team at the Hobart Walk4BrainCancer 
event. Tim reynolds and Henry Owens 
(both aged 16) are two of the boys leading 
support for the twins and the Fleming 
family campaign, and explained they are 
motivated by a personal connection.

“Chris and Hugh are nice to everyone 
and some of us know Jack personally, so 
we could connect to the campaign.

“We wanted to help and be seen to 
help, and participating in the walk was 
another way to contribute.”

By shaving their heads, the boys 
created a visual opportunity to open the 
conversation with other students. There 
are 555 students attending the High 
School at Friends’, comprising Years 7 to 
10, and awareness is now high.

Once awareness rippled through the 
campus, the student-led High School 
Council discussed ways they too could 
help, as leaders of the student body.  A 
Free Dress Day raised almost $900 – 

A
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around double the amount that is typically 
raised for free dress days at the School, 
and profits from a recent Year 10 social 
event were also contributed to the 
campaign.

The twins’ mother, Dianne Fleming, 
said that awareness is one of the family’s 
prime motivations for launching the 
campaign. 

“We were horrified to learn how 
prevalent the disease is, but also horrified 
at the low levels of awareness that exist.

For us, it’s not just about Jack, it’s also 
about contributing to the bigger picture.”

Her twin sons Chris and Hugh said 
the family originally considered a target 
of $10,000, but felt they wanted to really 
push hard for an ambitious target of 
$25,000. 

“We’re trying to find something good 
from this.”

According to the Cancer Council’s 
website, quoting leading neurosurgeon, Dr 
Charlie Teo, it will take $50 billion over the 
next 30 to 50 years to find a cure for brain 
cancer.

The website reports that once 
diagnosed, patients have just a five per 
cent chance of survival. Most die within six 
months.

Dr Teo says, “I saw 23 patients last 
week. Twenty were diagnosed with 
malignant brain cancer and eight of those 
were under 16 years old.”*

The disease is worryingly unknown. Dr 
Andrew Penman, CEO of Cancer Council 
NSW is also quoted on the site: “There 
has been no significant improvement to 
brain cancer survival rates in almost two 
decades, but with research we can make 
a difference.

“Currently, risk factors of brain cancer 
are unknown and there are no screening 
procedures in place.

“Until we have the funds for more 
research, the survival rate will not 
improve.”

Since July, Jack Fleming has had 
surgery, chemotherapy and radiotherapy, 
and is currently undergoing six months 
of further chemotherapy.  Unfortunately, 
this treatment caused cognitive damage 
and he is unable to continue his university 
studies in Business and Law. Instead, 
Jack is working at the Lark Distillery in 
Hobart. According to his brothers he 
enjoys it, but is extremely frustrated 
and misses his “old” life of going to uni, 
playing football, socialising and especially 
the independence of driving.  A recent 
MrI revealed the tumour had not grown 
back. 

Principal of The Friends’ School 
Nelson File is very happy for the School 
to provide discrete support for the 
campaign. “Community service is one 
of the core objectives for the School and 
while this is a challenging and disruptive 
situation for the family, it’s also validating 
to see adolescent boys come together

* http://www.cancercouncil.com.au/30904/news-
media/latest-news-news-media/media-releases-news-
room-news-media/brain-cancer-is-leading-cause-of-
cancer-death-in-young-people/.

in this way to support their friends, and 
through it to experience that service is 
meaningful.” 

research suggests though that the 
benefits of providing service go deeper. 
The New York Times recently reported 
that senior citizens who don’t feel useful 
to others are nearly three times as likely 
to die prematurely than those who did 
feel useful. It suggests this speaks to 
a broader truth – that we all need to be 
needed.* 

While teenage boys and senior 
citizens are clearly very different 
populations, the commitment this group 
of boys has brought to the campaign 
could suggest they are finding personal 
value after all in giving their time and 
energy to a community project. 

No-one knows where the story will 
end for Jack Fleming and his family. 
The lack of research funds means the 
behaviour of these types of cancers is 
notoriously unpredictable. The campaign 
will continue, the boys’ friendships will 
continue and each day is a new day.

Dianne Fleming says, “Increasing 
numbers of children are dying of brain 
cancer and other diseases. 

“It is incomprehensible that childhood 
diseases get so little attention and 
research funding compared with the 
aged in this country. 

“Even if a cure is decades away, 
surely better treatments can be found to 
allow families a few years together, rather 
than just months.”

For further information: 
www.curebraincancer.org.au

  * http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/04/opinion/dalai-
lama-behind-our-anxiety-the-fear-of-being-unneeded.
html

To contribute to the 
Fleming family campaign: 
https://www.walk4braincancer.com.au/
my-fundraising/3112/fleming-family

“COMMUNITY SErVICE IS ONE OF THE COrE OBJECTIVES FOr THE (THE 

FrIENDS’) SCHOOL AND WHILE THIS IS A CHALLENGING AND DISrUPTIVE 

SITUATION FOr THE FAMILY, IT’S ALSO VALIDATING TO SEE ADOLESCENT BOYS 

COME TOGETHEr IN THIS WAY TO SUPPOrT THEIr FrIENDS, AND THrOUGH 

IT TO ExPErIENCE THAT SErVICE IS MEANINGFUL”
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SHAPING UP  
FOR THE  
SCHOOL OF  
THE FUTURE.
Schools & Not-for-Profit 
Sector Banking

As one of Australia’s leading banks for education providers, when you partner with CommBank you’ll 
have access to our market leading technology, products and national team of independent school 
banking specialists to help your school maintain its competitive edge. Discover how:

You can harness the benefits of design thinking and develop innovation capability in your 
school through our new Intrapreneur program, including accessing our Innovation Lab.

Cashless technology is providing increased levels of security for schools by reducing fraud, 
and petty theft, as well as reducing time spent on administration including processing and 
reconciling payments, and inventory ordering.

Our national team of accredited school banking specialists can support you as you continue 
to build on your school’s vision.

From administration to teaching, technology is transforming 
the education landscape. With so many schools investing in the 
innovation process it’s important to keep up with these changes. 

Visit the CommBank stand at this year’s ASBA conference or contact  
Julienne Price, Head of Schools and Not-for-Profit Sector Banking, on  
02 9303 1255 or julienne.price@cba.com.au to find out how you can realise 
these benefits and more for your school.

© 2017 Commonwealth Bank of Australia ABN 48 123 123 124. 
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Technical Update

BIANCA SEETO, PArTNEr AND ACCrEDITED SPECIALIST AT FCB WOrKPLACE 

LAW TALKS ABOUT ACCESSOrIAL LIABILITY AND WHAT THIS PErSONALLY 

MEANS FOr SCHOOL BUSINESS ADMINISTrATOrS IN THE WOrKPLACE.

Workplace contraventions - 
Are you personally liable?

T  he Blame Game has become 
a whole lot harder for individuals 
who are found to be involved in 

a contravention under the Fair Work Act 
2009 (Cth) (the Act).  The liability net is 
being cast ever wider by the Fair Work 
Ombudsman (FWO) and the Courts and 
if something goes wrong in the workplace 
then you may be held personally 
responsible. 

WHAT IS ACCESSOrIAL LIABILITY?

Section 550 of the Act provides that a 
person who is involved in a contravention 
of the Act is held responsible for that Act 
even where the person is not the employer 
of the employee.  Courts have found line 
managers, Hr officers, payroll officers, 
accountants and advisers personally 
liable for contraventions under the Act. 
If as a Business Administrator you make 
decisions in relation to employees’ pay 
and conditions, the hiring of employees, 
the performance management and 
possible dismissal of employees then 
you need to be aware of your possible 
personal liability.  If found to be personally 
liable then individuals face a fine of up to 
a maximum of $10,800 per contravention.

You may be found to have been 
involved in a contravention if you have:
•  aided, abetted, counselled or procured  
 the contravention; or
•  induced the contravention, whether by  
 threats or promises or otherwise; or
•  been in any way, by act or omission,  
 directly or indirectly, knowingly   
 concerned in or party to the   
 contravention; or
•  conspired with others to effect the   
 contravention.

There is no doubt that accessorial liability is a focus for the workplace regulator 
with Natalie James, the Fair Work Ombudsman making it clear that the FWO is looking 
to target individual decision makers.

“we are pushing the boundaries of the accessorial liability 

provisions contained in the FW Act…..so far this financial year 

nearly every matter we have filed in court – 94% in fact – has 

also roped in an accessory…..we are increasingly pursuing a 

broader range of accessories including accountants and human 

resources managers”.

 Natalie James, 
 Fair Work Ombudsman, June 2016

WHErE DOES YOUr LIABILITY ArISE?

Your personal liability may arise if you are involved in a contravention that 
involves a breach of any of the following: 

• Award or enterprise agreement provisions
• General protections
• right of entry
• National Employment standards contained in the Act (annual leave,  

 personal leave/compassionate leave, notice of termination and   
 redundancy pay, long service leave, community service leave, maximum  
 weekly hours, public holidays, fair work information statement)

• Minimum wage
• Industrial Action
• Employee records/ pay slips
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United Voice v 
MDBR123 Pty Ltd and 
Denis Hinton [2014] 
FCA 1344

 

BACKGrOUND
Mr Hinton and his wife started the Mother Duck child 

care centres approximately 26 years ago.  There were 12 
child care centres but over the years Mr Hinton and his wife 
had divested 11 of those child care centres by entering into 
a franchise agreement with some of their former employees 
who in turn owned and operated the centres.

The Employer in this case operated Mother Duck Bracken 
ridge.  The directors of the Employer were all former 
employees of Mr Hinton or one of his companies.  

Ms Smith was employed by the Employer and was a 
member of the union, United Voice.

The Australian Government announced additional funding 
to provide wage increases to educators in long day care 
centres. To access the funds, the wage increases had to be 
included in an enterprise agreement. United Voice, as part of 
a membership drive, agreed to negotiate such agreements in 
centres where membership reached 60% or more.

In an attempt to obtain United Voice’s assistance, 
Ms Smith had sought to recruit her colleagues to join the 
union, with mixed success.  One colleague who declined to 
join United Voice made a complaint to the directors of the 
Employer regarding Ms Smith’s conduct in attempting to 
persuade her to become a union member. Shortly after this 
complaint was made, Ms Smith was dismissed.

The union alleged that Ms Smith was dismissed because 
of her attempt to recruit colleagues to join the union with a 
view to negotiating an enterprise agreement.  

CASE STUDY Technical Update

IN THIS 2014 FEDErAL COUrT CASE MDBr123 PTY LTD (THE EMPLOYEr) WAS HELD TO HAVE TErMINATED ONE OF 
ITS EMPLOYEES, MS MArGArET SMITH BECAUSE OF A WOrKPLACE rIGHT Or HEr rIGHT TO ENGAGE IN INDUSTrIAL 
ACTIVITY.  MS SMITH WAS A MEMBEr OF THE UNION, UNITED VOICE AND IN rEPrESENTING MS SMITH IN HEr CLAIM, 
UNITED VOICE SOUGHT PENALTIES NOT ONLY AGAINST THE EMPLOYEr BUT ALSO AN INDIVIDUAL, Mr DENIS HINTON WHO 
WAS FOUND TO HAVE COUNSELLED THE DISMISSAL OF MS SMITH.  IMPOrTANTLY, Mr HINTON WAS NOT A DIrECTOr OF 
THE EMPLOYEr BUT HE NEVErTHELESS ADVISED THE EMPLOYEr ON HOW TO HANDLE MS SMITH’S DISMISSAL.

The Employer alleged that Ms Smith was dismissed 
because of:

• the receipt of complaints by the Employer from an  
 employee alleging Ms Smith engaged in workplace  
 bullying and harassment;

• the receipt of a complaint by the Employer from   
 employees that Ms Smith sought to coerce   
 employees to join United Voice using false and   
 misleading information about the government funding  
 in an effort to persuade employees of the Employer to  
 join the Union; and

• the receipt of verbal and written complaints by the  
 Employer from parents in respect of Ms Smith’s   
 aggressive and unprofessional conduct towards   
 certain parents and certain children in her care.

Ultimately the Federal Court agreed with the union and 
found Ms Smith was dismissed because of a prohibited 
reason.  Mr Hinton was also held personally liable because 
he was aware of Smith’s conduct, gave advice to the 
Employer as to her dismissal, conducted the termination 
meeting and drafted the termination letter.  Mr Hinton was 
found to have ‘counselled’ the contravention of the Act.

The respondents were ordered to pay $6,870 
compensation for loss and damage suffered plus interest.  
The Employer was ordered to pay a penalty of $6000 and 
Mr Hinton was ordered to pay a penalty of $4000 despite 
not being in any way associated with the Employer.
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Your fund.
Your wealth.
Your future.

So your new online Knowledge Centre is 
designed to help you better understand 
the subjects most important to you. 
Contributors including ABC Finance 
presenter, Alan Kohler, address subjects 
such as how to make your super work 
harder, investing in property or the 
finance markets, better budgeting, 
and retirement planning tips. You can 
personalise the site to focus on the issues 
top of mind for you right now.

It’s free and exclusive for members, so go 
to ngssuper.com.au/yourknowledge, 
register and see how a little more 
knowledge can help you make the right 
choices as you grow your wealth. 

Members have asked for 
more straightforward and 
engaging information 
on personal finance and 
investing.

GROWING 
YOUR WEALTH 
STARTS WITH 
KNOWING MORE+

WHErE DOES YOUr LIABILITY ArISE? 

If you are in a position where 
you advise your employer in relation 
to employee entitlements or the 
performance management of employees 
then below we have some tips to best 
protect yourself from exposure to 
personal liability.

Be aware of the law.  Educate yourself in relation to the employer’s requirements under 
workplace laws.  Ignorance of the law is not an excuse and you should not rely on this to 
defend an accessory claim under section 550 of the Act.  Courts have found individuals liable 
for breaches of workplace laws where they ought to have known their conduct was wrong 
even where they asserted not to have knowledge of the law they had breached.

Conduct compliance audits of the business. The worst thing you can do is turn a blind eye to 
employee issues within the business.  Be aware of how employees are being paid and ensure 
that decision makers are appropriately trained on employee’s rights and the employer’s 
obligations.

Advise decision makers of any potential contraventions.  You should make any decision 
makers in the school/ business aware if their actions or omissions potentially breach a 
workplace law.

Manage up – escalate the matter to a higher authority if decision makers don’t accept your 
advice.

Document everything.

Get advice.  Workplace law is complicated.  There are circumstances where you may not know 
the answer and it is appropriate to seek legal advice.  Go to an expert in the area.

Technical Update Workplace contraventions - 
Are you personally liable?

TOP TIPS

1

2

3

4

5

6
If you have a workplace issue you would like to 
discuss, please don’t hesitate to contact Bianca 
Seeto, Partner on 07 3046 2100 or 
bls@fcbgroup.com.au.  (FCP Workplace Law)
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1300 366 437 .com.au

Contact Us Today!

After School Care
TRUSTED



Our Schools

Central Australian Students 
Learning At Unity (CASLAU) 

Unity College has been working with families from Central 

Australia in developing an educational partnership.  
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1300 366 437 .com.au

Contact Us Today!

After School Care
TRUSTED

In Term 1 2017, sixteen Students from the Areyonga Community 
commenced at Unity College and have the opportunity for instruction 
in literacy, numeracy and Christian Studies in a dedicated class. 

CASLAU students are also participating in many other subjects such as 
Physical Education, Technologies, ICT, Agriculture and specialist activities 
such as surfing, fishing and cooking!  A number of these students have now 
commenced the journey to complete their SACE.

“My favourite subject is Math’s, English, PE and History. I enjoy 
school and I like going for a walk with the boys. The best thing at 
school was in Science making crystals. I like going to church on 
Sundays.” Ephraim

“I enjoy learning here at unity College. My favourite lesson is 
Math. I liked cooking in Home Economics with Mrs Wiencke and 
eating chocolate muffins. I like PE and playing with all the boys.” 
Randall

“My favourite subjects are Home Economics, English, Wood 
Work, Math and Art. I like unity College and my classroom. In Home 
Economics I liked cooking kangaroo burgers and orange muffins – 
they were yummy.” Quinnetta

To assist and  foster the relationship between the two communities, 
Unity students from the Murraylands region took part in a service project 
last year visiting and living in the Areyonga Community and helped in the 
community in the following ways: 

• Aged Care Centre – Helping to prepare food for the children  
 and elders, assisting to clean and organise the storage room.

• Areyonga School – Assisting the teacher by helping students  
 with spelling, numeracy and writing. Preparing tasks.   
 Establishing garden beds at the school to teach the students  
 the importance of healthy eating.

• Areyonga Church – General maintenance and planting grass
• Kindergarten – Assisting with cooking, cleaning and caring   

for the children
• Tidy Towns – Each year the Northern Territory Government   

runs a Tidy Town competition for remote aboriginal    
communities. Over two evenings we ventured around    
the town collecting rubbish, cans and bottles. We are now   
pleased to hear that the Areyonga community won the Tidy   
Towns Competition for the NT. 

In letters home to their families the CASLAu students shared 
highlights of their studies…
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Technical Update

Is your School ready 
for the New Australian Data Protection Regulations?

O  n 13  February 2017, the Federal 
Government passed the Privacy 
Amendment (Notifiable Data 

Breaches) Bill 2016, which is set to come into 
effect within a year.

The scale of the changes means 
organisations, including schools, should 
start their preparations now.

The law aims to incentivise the 
holders of data to adequately secure or 
dispose of that information. It also allows 
individuals whose personal information 
has been compromised by a breach 
to take remedial steps to lessen the 
adverse impact that might arise from the 
breach. As a result, a number of new 
measures will be introduced that will 
require attention.

WHO DOES THE LEGISLATION 
APPLY TO?

The new law applies to public and 
private organisations that are already 
subject to the Privacy Act – this includes 
Australian government agencies 
(excluding state and local government) 
and all businesses and not-for-profit 
organisations with an annual turnover 
more than $3 million.

WHAT IS A DATA BrEACH?
 A data breach is defined as a situation 
where:

There has been unauthorised access to, 
or unauthorised disclosure of, personal 
information about one or more individuals, 
or

Such information is lost in circumstances 
that are likely to give rise to unauthorised 
access or unauthorised disclosure.

There is a likely risk of serious harm to any 
of the affected individuals as a result of 
the unauthorised access or unauthorised 
disclosure.

relevant data can include personal 
information, credit information, tax file 
numbers.

A real risk of “serious harm” can include 
physical, psychological, emotional, 
economic and financial harm, and also 
includes serious harm to reputation.

Are you proud of your school? 

Do your students feel proud to belong to it? 

How about their parents? 

And your staff?

KEY IMPLICATIONS
 Compulsory regulatory notification
In the event of a data breach, your school 
will have a duty of notification to the Office 
of the Australian Information
Commissioner (OAIC) and the affected 
individuals of an eligible data breach 
within 30 days after the school has 
become aware that there are reasonable 
grounds to believe that there has been an 
eligible data breach.
 This is a game changer. Currently, 
whilst organisations subject to the Privacy 
Act are ‘encouraged’ to notify OAIC in the 
event of a data breach, they have no legal 
obligation to do so. This will make the 
response to these incidents compulsory 
and time critical.
 The amount of data may be as little as 
one of the above records.
 Notification is deemed compulsory 
unless it would impact upon a law 
enforcement investigation or was 
determined by the regulator to be 
contrary to the public interest.

 “With these significant changes set to be 
introduced, it is important to start considering them as 
soon as possible”
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Technical Update

Is your School ready 
for the New Australian Data Protection Regulations?

.

Penalties
 Under the new laws, where an 
organisation has committed “serious or 
repeated non-compliance with mandatory 
notification requirements” they could be 
faced with penalties including fines of up 
to $360,000 for individuals and $1.8 million 
for organisations.
 A significant data breach to your 
school can be financially crippling. 
resultant costs could range from business 
interruption, incident response, third party 
claims and legal costs, to parent and pupil 
notification expenses and damage to data.
 These financial implications will require 
a systematic change of attitude for many 
organisations, with cyber risks and data 
security elevated to boardroom level.

PrEPArING FOr THE NEW 
rEGULATIONS
 With these significant changes 
set to be introduced, it is important 
to start considering them as soon as 
possible. We recommend appointing a 
steering committee to ensure that all the 
implications of the new regulations are 
fully understood and existing systems and 
processes are adapted to reflect the new 
requirements.
 running a full risk assessment can be 
a useful exercise. This will highlight where 
there are any potential issues and enable 
you to take action now to avoid problems 
when the regulations are introduced.
 Insurance could be a consideration. 
Aon, together with insurers, has created 
cyber policies to address this exposure. 
As well as covering losses that may 
be incurred, this also ensures the right 
expertise is available when a data breach 
occurs.
 Whether or not insurance is 
appropriate, prudent risk managers 
should be considering their obligations 
and making sure the correct processes 
and systems are in place ahead of the 
legislation coming into effect

 .

DATA BrEACH rESPONSE PLAN
 In order to adequately comply with the 
new requirements it is essential to have a 
data breach response plan in place. This 
should address the following:

At what point do we need to inform the 
OAIC?
Within 30 days after the entity has become 
aware that there are reasonable grounds 
to believe that there has been an eligible 
data breach.

What information must be included in the 
notification?
• the identity and contact details of the 
entity
• a description of the serious data breach
• the kinds of information concerned, and
• recommendations about the steps that 
individuals should take in response to the 
serious data breach.

Where do we access legal advice?
Organisations may be able to get certain 
firms preapproved with their cyber 
insurers.

How will we independently investigate a 
cyberattack or incident?
Consider how you will demonstrate that 
you took suitable action to implement 
appropriate technical and organisational 
measures to ensure compliance.

What is our media strategy?
The reputational costs can be significant, 
ensure you have a communications plan 
in place to handle the situation in a timely 
manner to pro-actively engage your clients 
and limit damage.

 .

HOW WE CAN HELP
 We can help you understand the 
implications of this legislation, and what is 
means for your school. This may include 
reviewing your school’s cyber risk profile 
and considering your cyber insurance and 
incident response plan.

If you would like to discuss further please 
contact Fergus Brooks, our National 
Practice Leader for Cyber risk. Along 
with law firm Clyde & Co, Fergus is also 
hosting a webinar which will provide an 
overview of the legislation, how it will 
impact organisations and what you can do 
to prepare. 

Fergus Brooks
National Practice Leader,

Cyber risk
+61 2 9253 7364

fergus.brooks@aon.com
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Good Governance

The Cost of 
Losing a School Principal
 

This short checklist might be a helpful 
challenge for your school board.

1| BE CLEAr ABOUT rOLES
First and foremost, delineating 

governance and management roles 
is critical. If the board sees itself as a 
‘management committee’, then a clash 
of heads is inevitable. The board has 
some key governance tasks, including 
strategic leadership, setting higher level 
policies to ensure compliance, overseeing 
the principal’s role and work, approving 
business plans and budgets, and 
monitoring the school’s progress against 
strategy, risk, operational plans and 
compliance measures.

If boards want to employ just an 
operational facilitator, rather than a genuine 
principal/CEO, then they should at least be 
honest about it in the position description. 
They should really say that competent 
leaders need not apply.

But a board selecting a competent 
leader and CEO to the role, and then 
expecting to run the school itself, is 
inconsistent. It creates a recipe for churn 
and reputational damage.

If you want to advertise for a great 
leader and manager, then for do your 
school a big favour, and let the principal do 
their job! It actually makes the board’s role 
a lot easier.

T   he cost to a school of losing a 
principal, especially one who is 
loved by students, staff and parents, 

is huge.
Think of just these few issues and their 

impact on the financial and educational 
performance of the school:

• The direct cost of termination   
  payments, legal advice and   
  action, recruitment consultants and  
  advertising

• The reputational damage among  
  stakeholders – parents, past   
  students, potential principals, current  
  and potential employees,   
  benefactors   

• The time lost in driving the school’s  
  strategic plans and capital planning  
  (‘we have to wait till the new head  
  arrives to decide that’)

• The disruption that occurs in terms of  
  staff uncertainty, departures, apathy  
  and other dysfunctional behaviours  
  (‘while the cat’s away, the mice will  
  play’)

• The lost enrolments, from parents  
  weighing up options and choosing  
  the school with the principal they  
  have met.

So what can be done by a school board 
to prevent them from getting to this point, 
and ensuring the principal is appropriately 
governed, but not over-governed?
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And How to Save Your 
School the Pain
IN TALKING WITH SCHOOL PrINCIPALS AND BOArDS ArOUND 

AUSTrALIA, I HEAr OF SO MANY INVOLUNTArY DEPArTUrES OF 

GOOD PrINCIPALS FrOM SOME GrEAT SCHOOLS. SO MANY OF THESE 

‘SEPArATIONS’ SEEM TO BE UNNECESSArY, AND MANY COULD HAVE 

BEEN AVOIDED WITH BETTEr ACTIONS BY THEIr SCHOOL BOArDS AND 

THE PrINCIPALS THEMSELVES.

So be clear on what you want, and 
let the Principal run the school as the 
CEO. And be prepared as a board to 
be challenged on occasions, by a good 
principal, if you cross the boundaries into 
management turf.

2| CrEATE A GOVErNANCE   
           CULTUrE THAT BUILDS TrUST

In short, a school board’s approach to 
monitoring the school’s business should 
be one of ‘noses in, fingers out (NIFO)’. 
So boards should ask lots of questions, 
suggest and even guide at times, but in the 
end, let the principal make the decisions on 
managing the school within the boundaries 
of the strategic plan.

This requires a lot of self-discipline 
at board level. For many school board 
members, this is their first governance 
role. Their instinct is often to function as a 
manager or owner, whereas they need to 
take a step upwards and backwards, to 
allow the principal/CEO be the manager.

Danielle Fraillon recently observed that:
‘[M]any board members know that 

interrogating the information [emphasis 
added] from management is the most 
important part of making quality decisions. 
How they go about drawing out that 
information inevitably determines the level 
of trust between board and top team’.[1]
(Continued p30)
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Good Governance

The Cost of Losing a School Principal

The board chair plays a critical role 
in setting this culture, and must ensure 
the board operates at the strategic 
oversight level, and avoids getting into 
the operational or management level. 
The chair must be prepared to pull other 
members back on occasions. 

3| SELECT YOUr BOArD MEMBErS  
           CArEFULLY

Selecting board members who can (a) 
understand the school’s culture and (b) 
step up to the role of a director is critical.

So often, board members are selected 
from a limited pool based on their church 
or organisational membership, and then 
we just hope for the best. This is simply 
not good enough, given the trust that is 
placed in the school board by parents, 
owners, founders and other stakeholders. 
What is really at stake here is the 
education of thousands of children over 
the life of a school board member!

Schools need board members who 
can commit to learn and grow in the 
role, to take advice and guidance, and 
to demonstrate the capacity to work 
effectively as a team with other directors 
and management.

They must be able to put aside their 
personal issues, be it as a parent, church 
member, tuck shop gossip merchant, staff

member, or single issue promoter 
(how many times do we hear the same 
point from a board member, as if the junior 
school pool is the only issue on the table). 
Board members incapable of setting 
these aside should be counselled early, 
and then seen off the board if they do not 
improve.

They must also be able to put aside 
their own experiences and default 
solutions, to guide and support the 
principal, enabling him or her to make 
decisions with which a director may not 
personally agree.

That is how a well-functioning board 
works, and it means that board selection 
must often follow the ‘John West’ rule – the 
candidates that the board rejects is what 
makes the board the best.

Once you appoint them, it is essential 
to induct them well and then provide 
ongoing training, to equip them for their 
task.

4| rEGULArLY ASSESS AND                 
           COMMUNICATE
 There is an old Chinese proverb that ‘to 
move a mountain, you begin by carrying 
small stones’. Improving performance and 
changing behaviours is much the same.
A process of regular review and feedback is 
essential to enabling a principal to succeed, 

and doing it in small and regular steps is the 
best means.
Some ways to build this practice include:
 • Setting clear performance measures  
   (KPIs) for the principal, aligned to the  
   school’s strategic and operational  
   plans and budgets
 • Articulating the board’s cultural   
   expectations of the principal,   
   and ensuring that culture is part of  
   the principal assessment  
   process; this ensures that there is  
   a balance between performance  
   and cultural alignment for the 
   principal, with neither element   
   dominating the other to the detriment  
   of the school
 • Formal six-monthly reviews of the  
   principal’s performance, undertaken  
   by a small group of the board, who  
   consult with stakeholders and review  
   both cultural alignment and   
   performance against KPIs
 • regular weekly or fortnightly meeting  
   with the board chair, to talk over real  
   issues, not just the weather
 • Putting the principal/CEO’s report as  
   a key agenda item, so that there is  
   board consideration and discussion  
   of the major issues contained in this  
   report
  • regular in camera board sessions  
   where the principal’s performance  
   and contribution can be candidly  
   discussed, after which feedback is  
   given (complimentary, constructive  
   and critical) to the principal.
 Ensuring these processes are 
undertaken allows for the principal to have 
feedback in a positive and collaborative 
way, and to make changes in behaviours 
and approaches in smaller increments. 
It avoids the appearance of surprise 
feedback, which often triggers the 
breaking of trust and the board-principal 
relationship.

And How to Save Your School the Pain (Continued)

A process of 
regular review 
and feedback 
is essential 
to enabling a 
principal to 
succeed...
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5| SET BEHAVIOUrAL ExPECTATIONS  
           FOr ALL PArTIES
 The way that board members 
interact and deal with the principal and 
management is a critical determinant 
of board and organisational success. 
Establishing behavioural expectations in 
the board meeting, including something 
as simple as directors, principal and 
management treating each other 
respectfully, sounds simple, but it is often 
not practiced in boardrooms.
 The trust relationship between the 
board as overseer and the principal as the 
delegated CEO must be nurtured by both 
parties.
 On one side, principals ignore their 
board’s concerns at their peril. They must 
listen and deal with such concerns and 
guidance – even if it does not accord with 

their understanding of the situation. If it is 
an issue of board members over-stepping 
their roles, it must still be managed with 
respect. Use the chair as a mediator and 
facilitator in such circumstances, perhaps 
respectfully reminding board members 
of the roles and duties allocated to the 
principal.
 Board members must also be willing 
to accept being challenged – whether it 
is over a personal agenda or conflict of 
interest, or an unacceptable behaviour 
in or outside of the boardroom. Leaking 
information, using schoolyard and 
tuckshop chatter as evidence, or pushing 
personal agendas (e.g., parental issues 
with a child’s teacher) are classic examples 
of unacceptable school board behaviours. 
These behavioural expectations sound like 
common sense, but such sense is not as 
common as we might think.
 

5| SET BEHAVIOUrAL ExPECTATIONS  
           FOr ALL PArTIES
 The breakdown in board – principal 
relationships is unpleasant and costly for 
schools. Avoiding them is much easier if 
boards keep an eye on these issues, and 
deal with emerging problems early. In the 
words of my (pre-decimal) grandmother, 
‘an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of 
cure’.
Let us help our school principals prosper 
in their roles, rather than set them up for 
failure. Our children’s schools depend on it.

Michael Willis | Effective Governance
Michael.Willis@EffectiveGovernance.com.au

[1] Danielle Fraillon, 2015, ‘How not to behave in the 
boardroom’, Australian Financial review, 1 June, www.afr.com/
leadership/how-not-to-behave-in-the-boardroom-20150601-
ghe5va.

Australian 
Islamic College 
Striving for Excellence 

Our Schools
Australian Islamic College (Perth) produced exceptional 

results in the 2016 WACE examination. Out of 185 
secondary schools in WA, AIC ranked in the top 50. This 
places AIC amongst the top 25% of secondary schools 
in WA. 49% of students achieved an ATAr of above 90 

with 4 of these students being awarded with Certificates 
of Distinction (achieving at least 19 A grades) by Schools 

Curriculum & Standards Authority). An additional 12 
students were awarded Certificates of Merit (achieving 

at least 15 A grades) by School Curriculum & Standards 
Authority. These successes reflect the College’s 
commitment to providing high quality education.
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Our Schools

Sorry Day at Mater Dei 
 ENCOUrAGING AWArENESS AND CULTUrAL SENSITIVITY IN THEIr STUDENTS AND IN THE WIDEr COMMUNITY HAS 

PrOMPTED THE STAFF OF MATEr DEI COLLEGE TO DEVELOP AN ArTISTIC, DrAMATIC PErFOrMANCE SHOWCASING 

ABOrIGINAL HISTOrY AND CULTUrE, TITLED ‘SOrrY DAY’. IN NOVEMBEr 2016, THE rESULT OF THEIr EFFOrTS WAS 

rECOGNIZED BY THE WESTErN AUSTrALIAN GOVErNMENT’S DEPArTMENT OF ABOrIGINAL AFFAIrS WHEN MATEr DEI 

COLLEGE WAS AWArDED THE PALS AWArD (PArTNErSHIP-ACCEPTANCE-LEArNING-SHArING) IN A CErEMONY HELD AT THE 

WA PArLIAMENT HOUSE AND PrESENTED BY THE HON. PETEr COLLIEr.

Mater Dei College was winner in 
the category of Arts and Culture 
and also won the “The Troy Cook 

Award”. The Mater Dei College performance 
was selected as the best project(s) across 
WA from 520 schools and 679 projects. 
The same project also won the Catholic 
Education LEAD (Learning, Engagement, 
Accountability, Discipleship) Awards of 
Excellence for “Student Engagement” 
in August 2016. The LEAD awards are a 
recognition and celebration of excellence in 
Catholic Education Western Australia schools 
and colleges.
 The Mater Dei College ‘Sorry Day’ 
performance was initially staged on 
the 25 May 2016, for the invited guests 
that included, the Director of Catholic 
Education in Western Australia, Dr Tim 
McDonald and representatives from 
Catholic education, Mr Ken Travers 
MLC, Cr Nige Jones, Cr Phillipa Taylor, 
City of Joondalup representatives and 
Department of Aboriginal Affairs, the 
College students, staff and families. This 
resulted in an invitation to repeat the

 performance at the 2016 National 
Catholic Education Commission 
Conference held in Perth, 19 – 22 June. 
At the end of the performance the cast 
received a standing ovation by the 
conference delegates, of which there were 
1400. The mural, performance video and 
photographic images were displayed for 
public viewing at the Joondalup Library, 
7 – 17 June 2016.
 The ‘Sorry Day’ performance featured; 
a song written by Kerry Byrom-Carter, 
which was performed by the Mater 
Dei College Choir; a six-paneled mural 
coordinated by Toby Hurd and executed 
by the students; a dramatic play scripted 
by Maree Grayden and performed by Year 
11 Drama students; audio-visual displays 
developed by the Media and Technology 
students; and ‘Bush tucker’ inspired 
food by the Home Economics students 
and Peta Brown. In total, there were 120 
students involved in the performance and 
the production of all supporting materials.
 Drama teacher, Maree Grayden, wrote 
the script and directed the production, 

drawing upon the ‘epic’ style of theatre. 
Epic theatre was developed by Bertoldt 
Brecht emphasizing the educational 
experience for the audience that 
encourages critical thinking. Exposed 
productions elements, multi-roles, 
narration, music, song, audio-visual 
content, images and signs are all 
techniques to alienate the audience and 
encourage an audience to not feel for 
the characters but reflect on the social 
message. It was hoped that the audience 
and the school community would reflect 
on the ‘healing’ and reconciliation of our 
community’s relationship with Aboriginal 
people.
 As Maree Grayden explained,
“This performance serves to raise 
the awareness in our Year 11 ATAr 
Drama students as to the nature of 
National ‘Sorry day,’ in turn deepening 
their awareness and strengthening 
their sensitivities of Aboriginal culture. 
The performance has been devised 
by the students, to demonstrate an 
understanding of the techniques and  
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conventions of Epic Theatre and theories 
of Bertolt Brecht, a practitioner and 
theatre style within their Drama syllabus. 
The students have worked to reflect these 
Epic Theatre performance and production 
elements in their performance”. 
The performance focussed on the 
achievements of six significant Aboriginal 
people, their stories were told to highlight 
historical events that have defined 
Australian identity and highlighted the 
struggles that many indigenous people 
face. The 30-minute performance 
revolved around each section of the mural 
being brought on stage and the story 
of that depicted individual being told. 
Each of the panels featured a specific 
individual, these included, Kath Walker, 
Cathy Freeman, Vincent Lingairi, Geoffrey 
Gurrumul, Mirian rose and David 
Unaipon. Art teacher Mr Toby Hurd said of 
the mural,
“Building the 7m mural was a chance to 
celebrate Aboriginal people who achieved 
amazing things in the face of adversity. 
We wanted to highlight their achievements 

and showcase their spirit on a large 
scale visual. Combining this with the 
Choir and Drama students was a very 
rewarding experience. We were aiming to 
educate the College community through 
the Arts with themes of resilience and 
reconciliation.”
 The Mater Dei College Choir 
performed two songs throughout the 
performance, one of which was written 
especially for the performance. Mrs Kerry 
Byrom-Carter, wrote the words and music 
and said this of the experience,
 “My approach to Sorry Day is through 
music. I wanted to write something 
for my choir and the school to include 
the themes of resilience, hope and 
reconciliation and so “Message” the song 
was born. The lyrics emphasis a message 
of love, hope and understanding, 
reinforcing the fact we are one people, 
and one Australia.
 The students involved in the 
performance had the opportunity to 
perform in a variety of spaces and to a 
range of audiences. Through the

experience they learnt of the message 
behind “Sorry Day’, the history of the 
struggle for recognition and reconciliation. 
It is through engagement with activities 
such as this that the youth can develop 
empathy and understanding, creating a 
society that has respect and is unified.

For further information:

http://www.daa.wa.gov.au/community-
development/pals/2016-award-winners/

http://internet.ceo.wa.edu.au/OurSchools/
ExcellenceinourSchools/Pages/LEAD-
Awards-2016.aspx

https://www.facebook.
com/404644296260130/photos/a.111636
7385087814.1073741841.4046442962601
30/1116384461752773/?type=3&theater

http://ncec2016.com/

The students involved in the performance had 

the opportunity to perform in a variety of 

spaces and to a range of audiences. Through 

the experience they learnt of the message 

behind “Sorry Day’, the history of the struggle 

for recognition and reconciliation.
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ASBA Matters

ASBA/NAB 
Social Leadership Program 
Scholarships

In March  2017, ASBA and Nab were delighted to offer the 
opportunity to attend a Social Leadership Program facilitated 
by Professor Kash rangan, the Malcolm P. McNair Professor 

of Marketing at the Harvard Business School and co-founder of the 
School’s Social Enterprise Initiative, to two of our ASBA members.
 The full day Masterclass offers participants an immersive 
experience providing them with greater ability to develop and 
implement strategy, measure impact and drive success. The 
Masterclass is presented in the classic Harvard ‘case method’ 
style, which is participant-centred and involves vigorous 
discussion and encouragement. 
 Two opportunities were offered as NAB-funded scholarships 
for the ASBA Members to attend in Melbourne on 15th May 2017 
or Sydney on 17th May 2017.
 The ASBA Professional Development Committee were thrilled 
to receive many high-quality applications for the scholarship and 
pleased that the offer was so highly valued and sought after by 
the members.
 Congratulations go to scholarship winners Fergus Leicester 
from St Michael’s Collegiate School, Hobart and Jon Munn from 
Trinity College, Gawler.  As part of their scholarships they will be 
providing us with an article each for the November 2017 edition 
of Associate with an update on their experience of the course 
and their lessons learned.  
 A very pleasing initiative from the Professional Development 
committee and our valued sponsor, NAB. 

nabeducation
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ASBA Matters

ASBA 
Mentoring 
Program
THE BOArD OF ASBA LIMITED AND THE ASBA LIMITED PrOFESSIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE WErE VErY PLEASED TO rECENTLY SHArE THE 

ExCITING NEW INITIATIVE OF THE ASBA MENTOrING PrOGrAM,WITH OUr MEMBErS.  

THE PrOGrAM COMMENCES IN OCTOBEr 2017 AND ALL THE DETAILS CAN BE 

FOUND ON THE ASBA WEBSITE UNDEr THE COUrSES SECTION.

T  he Board of ASBA Limited and 
the ASBA Limited Professional 
Development Committee were very 

pleased to recently share the exciting new 
initiative of the ASBA Mentoring Program,with 
our members.  The program commences in 
October 2017 and all the details can be found 
on the ASBA website under the Courses 
section 

The ASBA Mentoring Program will 
facilitate mentoring relationships allowing 
experienced ASBA members to share advice, 
knowledge and experience with mentees, 
resulting in a mutually beneficial professional 
development relationship. The Program 
will establish links between experienced 
members and members who are seeking 
opportunities for career and professional 
development and aims to match Mentees with 
Mentors who are in a position to appropriately 
assist them with their career development 
and advancement. Entry to the program by 
Mentees and Mentors will be by application. 

The Program will be preceded by a one-
day training course for Mentors (maximum 
number of 22) facilitated by AIM in Sydney 
following the conclusion of the National 
Conference. The training course will be held 
at the Australian Institute of Management 
offices on Friday, 29 September as follows:

Course asBa MeNtorING traINING Course

veNue aIM, 7 MaCQuarIe PlaCe, sYdNeY NsW 2000

tIMe 9:00aM to 4:30PM

Cost $475 Per MeNtor (Plus Gst)

In order to take part in the ASBA 
Mentoring Program as a Mentor, you will need 
to complete the above Training Course or 
display evidence that you have completed a 
similar course, and be approved as an ASBA 
Mentor, by completing the application form 
to be a Mentor, which can be found on the 
website. Once you have been approved as 
a Mentor, you will be advised by the CEO, 
and placed on the waiting list for the training 
course, which has limited numbers of 22 
members for the day.

Applications to be a Mentee in the ASBA 
Mentoring Program will open in early October 
2017 and matches made by an ASBA 
subcommittee by January 2018. The formal 
Program will commence in February 2018 
and conclude in December 2018. To apply to 
be a Mentee, use the Application form to be a 
Mentee, which can be found on the website.

This initiative is another step forward 
in the implementation of our Strategic 
Plan 2015-2018, as it will serve to promote 
a dynamic, inclusive and collaborative 
Association with strong networking and 
collegial opportunities for members and will 
maximise membership and participation in 
Chapters by providing another professional 
development opportunity for all members.

If you wish to discuss this further, please 
don’t hesitate to contact Pip Thomas, CEO 
on ceo@asba.asn.au or go to the website 
to see all this information at http://asba.asn.
au/#courses.
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Advertorial Case Study

Special Purpose Teaching 
Space – Interview with Business Manager

As with many schools, Camberwell Girls’ Grammar in Melbourne’s inner east had a space issue to address. In his role as 
Business Manager, Stephen Cuddon was charged with the task of delivering a light-filled, modern learning environment 
that blended seamlessly with the existing heritage buildings, a space that made financial sense while still offering great 
flexibility for future use and developments. Add to this the challenge of being operational in the shortest time possible. His 
solution? Harwyn. 

Conceived by architects and manufactured in Australia, the multi award-winning Harwyn Pods have been at home in both 
residential and commercial fields since 2014. And in recent years they’ve also become a popular choice for schools, with 
their ability to be customised, often with minimum planning requirements and no-fuss installation. As Camberwell Girls’ 
Grammar discovered, Harwyn Pods are fast becoming the special-purpose teaching space of choice for modern schools. 



 Set the scene – what were you  
 looking for?

  One of the things as a school  
  that we’ve found difficult to 
coordinate is teaching spaces, when we 
are in a landlocked campus. It usually 
means we either need to go up, or below 
the ground. We had actively looked for 
a couple of months because we had an 
expansion of our music program so we 
had all these extra kids but had nowhere to 
teach them.
 Finding a specialist teaching space 
of high spec that could be acoustically 
treated, with a careful selection of finishes, 
was critical.

  How did the search unfold?   
  There are plenty of pre-fab   
  options around, as well  
 as traditional building methods.

  We’d looked at what were  
  essentially converted shipping 
containers. Fairly dull, fairly lifeless, touted 
as the home office, but nothing more really 
than a glorified box that had been clad in 
some other external material. 
 Had we gone the traditional route of 
building, we could have ended up with 
a similar result in the sense of a custom-
built teaching space. One of the greater 
difficulties would have been to try and 
design it in keeping with the existing 
architecture. And the building may have 
wanted to be connected to the existing 
building. So the moment you start to alter 
the existing architecture of a building, 
particularly one that is heritage listed, it 
really starts to blow that timeframe out. 

 So did time play a factor in   
 choosing Harywn over   
 a traditional build?

  To go through the entire planning 
and development stage of a traditional 
build was going to take a lot longer than 
going to Harwyn for what was, in our 
minds, a pretty ready-made solution to 
simply put in place. It meant we could act 
a lot quicker than what we would have 
otherwise. 
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 What were the design features  
 that appealed to you?

  The space feels purpose built  
  for instrumental music. It’s clear 
that the design of the unit has been well 
thought out and in our case, with teaching 
practice in mind. Because of that, the 
space feels ample and comfortable.
 Another thing that was important to 
us too was that the design was highly 
transparent, lots of glass, able to see in, 
able to see out. So in terms of child safety, 
all those other requirements that we need 
to comply with, that fit the bill too. 
 We talked earlier about some of the 
other options and shipping containers that 
we looked at. They didn’t have the level 
of light, the high level of visibility from all 
viewing angles. Because you have that light 
element in the room, it automatically makes 
the space feel very spacious, roomy and 
light.

  How do they compare to your  
  existing classrooms?

  The pods have a very high rate  
  of use, almost in constant use  
throughout the day.    
 We have sessional music teachers right 
through the week and they are literally 
booked back-to-back for kids that come in 
for instrumental lessons. They have almost 
ditched the traditional classrooms in the old 
Mountfield house – it’s all about being in 
the pods.

 How did you avoid it being   
 viewed a temporary fix?

  They don’t feel like a band-  
  aid solution at all. The   
pods have been integrated sensitively with 
the area and landscaped sensitively around 
them so that it doesn’t feel like the pods 
have just been plonked on the property. It’s 
actually been thought about and integrated 
into the space. 

 A key feature of Harwyns are that  
 while they are a permanent   
 space, they can be easiliy   
     relocated.  Did this appeal to you?
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   It does give us comfort to  
  know that if in, say three years 
time, once the master plan process comes 
to fruition, and for whatever reason we’d 
like to build in the space where the Harwyn 
Pods are currently located, we can very 
easily relocate them to another area of the 
school. It is attractive. The flexibility that it 
offers over a traditional build, which you 
would have to knock down – you’d not only 
lose the entire investment in that build, but 
it would also cost you to knock it down and 
have it removed. 

  Does the life expectancy and  
  maintenance required make  
 financial sense? 

  The fact that the Harwyn Pod is 
completely clad externally in Alucobond 
gives us great comfort and confidence 
that the Pod will remain looking great and 
maintenance-free for years and decades 
to come. My reference point for that is that 
we have other buildings on campus that are 
also clad in the same material and they are 
over ten years old but they do not look old 
or worn at all. 
 I think the design of the Harwyn Pod is 
somewhat timeless and believe that it will 
still look sharp ten years from now. And the 
colours that we have chosen work very well 
in keeping with the feel of the school.

 How did you find the process of  
 dealing with Harwyn? 

  From start to finish, we have been 
absolutely wrapped with the final product. 
 They have been absolutely reliable; 
great communication all the way through, 
simple and transparent process to follow, 
the information we were given up front 
contained all the necessary detail about 
the product, the insulation, the footprint, 
the way that it was designed and the colour 
selection. 
 I think really, the entire process was 
much, much easier than what you would 
encounter with a traditional build. I don’t like 
the word because it is a bit of a cliché, but 
it has actually been seamless. I’d happily 
recommend other schools that are looking 
for this kind of thing to go down this path. 
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